
 

Body analysis scale

 
Body weight measurement

Body fat and BMI analysis

Syncs with Philips health app

 

DL8780/15

Connected weight tracking
Syncs with free Philips HealthSuite health app

The connected body analysis scale provides accurate weight measurements and shows your body fat

percentage and BMI in the free Philips HealthSuite health app so you can conveniently track your body

composition over time.

Delivers accurate weight measurements

Accurate, fast measurement based on 4 high-precision sensors

BMI and body fat percentage shown in the Philips health app

Personalized tracking in the Philips health app

Automatically syncs to the Philips health app via Bluetooth®

Allows up to 8 different users to track their readings

Monitor body composition over time

Designed to fit your bathroom

Designed with large screen to clearly show results

Gives results in kilograms, stones and pounds

Designed with soft edges for safe use

Equipped with four carpet feet
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Highlights

Fast and accurate

The scale has a simple sense-on technology

that starts when you step on it. Four high-

precision sensors deliver the accurate weight

measurements.

Personalized tracking

Determines your normal weight over time,

along with your body fat percentage and BMI

so you can track and spot changes quickly and

easily in the Philips HealthSuite health app.

Body composition analysis

Four high precision sensors deliver accurate

weight measurements. Bio-Impedance

Analysis (BIA) sends a small unnoticeable

current through the body and establishes the

body fat percentage. BMI is calculated based

on weight and height of the user.

Phone compatibility

Automatically transfer your measurements to

the Philips HealthSuite health app on your

smart phone, so you can monitor changes over

time. Compatible with iOS 9.3 or

higher/Android 4.4 KitKat or higher. For an

overview of (in)compatible devices please have

a look at

www.philips.com/personalhealthcompatibility

Multiple user identification

Automatically recognizes you when you step

on the scale and sends your measurement

data to the Philips HealthSuite health app on

your smartphone.

Large screen

Making it easy for you to read your

measurement results with a large backlit LCD

screen.

Kilograms, stones and pounds

No matter whether you measure in kilograms,

stones or pounds, the Philips body analysis

scale will give you the results you can

understand.

Soft edges

Compact and streamlines, the soft edges

provide an appealing look and a safe user

experience

Carpet feet

Allows measurements on soft surfaces like

carpet.
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Specifications

Syncing

Phone compatibility: iOS9.3+

(iPhone5+)/Android4.4+

Data transfer technology: Bluetooth®

Design

Color: Black

Dimensions scale: 321x321x25mm

Net. Weight: Approximately 1.98kg

Display: LCD display, white backlight

Display size: 74x53mm

Soft edges

Ease of use

Sense-on technology

Easy switch to kg., st. & lb.

Large LCD dislay

Automatic user recognition

Can be used as stand-alone

Technical

Accuracy: ±0.3kg-50kg / +0.1kg per 50kg+

Measurement range: 5kg to 180kg

Measurement units: Kilogram / pound / stone

Graduation: 0.1kg / 0.2lb

Power

Power source: 6V (4xAAA alkaline batteries)

Accessories

4x AAA batteries

Service

2-year guarantee
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